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For more than ten years now the psycholinguistics lit-

erature has reflected an active interest in attempts to re-

late the recent formal grammars of the transformational,

generativp type to either the psychological status of a

user's knowledge of his language, or to the proceses

lead to language production. Early attempts began with a

strong "direct correspondence" hypothesis suggesting that

the various transformational steps in the grammar which re-

lated one syntactic pattern to another had direct counter-

parts in the way users process their language (Miller, 1962;

Miller & McKean, 1964).

In terms of linguistic theory, it was claimed that

syntactic patterns in 'English could be "simply" related by

postulating a has or kernel sentence form to which various

transformation rules might be systematically applied in

order to derive (i.e., describe) the various syntactic pos-

sibilities. If an active, declarative, affirmative sentence

is taken as the null case, i.e., that actual realization of

a kernel which requires no major transformations in order to

be produced, then the grammar can incorporate transformation

rules to passivize, negate, or interrogate the kernel form.

....1.
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This simplifies A grammar in the formal sense +hat only one

rather than eight syntactic patterns need, bP indepen-

dently dPvelopPd in th bas0. While this is 'onsidered to

be a strong justification for th system in formal

linguistic terms, i+ is, as Miller (19(2, p. 758) noted at

the outset:

... by no means obvious P .ciori that
the most economical and effit.ient formal
description of the linguistic data will
neces3arily describe the psychological
processes involved when we actually ut-
ter, or understand a sentence.

The tone of this rPmark is useful in drawing attention to

the tact that there can be fundamental differnces between

the purposes of psychologists and linguists when they are

ostensibly looking at the same phenomenon, but it should

also be noted that in it, Millpr obscures the important dis-

tinction between language process and language product.

Subsequent work followed suit. it seemed to take the

grammatical model as a given and the model itself grew from

a formal device for capturing the regularities observed in

language output to a model of the process which leads to

that production. it was suggested, for instance, that sen-

tences are stored in memory in the kernel form plus separate

storage of syntactic markers (Mehler, 1963) ; that sentences

occupy space in memory storage as a function of their

transformational complexity (Savin Parchonock, 19( 5) that

complex 4.,ntonc-?:.; must bP tran:formed to their K.4rni form.,
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before they can be understood (Gough, 196')); that a

generative grammar indicates how a hearer would understand a

sentence (Miller Chomsky, 1963); etc.

rurther research nas toned down some of this early

exuberance and it is to be hoped that grammatical models - a

sine Dia non for psycholinguistic research - will be placed

in their pr perspective. This will require a recogni-

tion that, while the usual concept of a grammar is that it

describes what is acceptable in language output, it does no

more than to describe those patterns. The problems

resulting froM the process/product contusion have been.

recognized in many other areas of psychology and have been

pointed out explicitly for this area by Broadbent (1973)

hut, nevertheless, transformational generative grammars

continue to he used as a basis for studies of language

processing.

Certainly speakers and hearers require an agreement

regarding the semantic import of a set of syntactic patterns

(in other words, they must possess functionally equivalent

grammars), but once they have agreed upon or learned a

system, communication is possible whether the systnm is

elegant or not. Presumably the system that is roalizcd in

any particular language will be shaped by the users of that

language so as to become, in some sense, efficient and

effective, tiut simplification for use is not necessarily

re4atc tl to simplification of notational schemes for
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Dinneen (1967, p. 106) has pointed out a basic distinc-

tion in grammars which results from differences in the pur-

poses for which various grammars might b : written. While

most non-linguists relate the concept of grammar to a set of

prescriptive rules required in order to speak, read, or

write a language, formal linguists view grammars as devices

which permit them to speak efficiently about a language.

Thus a transformational generative grammar bears little

resemblance to thF notion of "rules to be learned" in order

to speak a particular language. A third, quite different

reason for writing a grammar might be to represent what it

is that a speaker knows when it is said that he knows a

language and how that knowledge is represented in the mind

of the speaker. Claims along these latter lines have been

made for transformational generative grammars (Chornsky,

1965, p. 4; Pylysnyn, 1972) even though their original

development was not for this purpose and the basis on which

they were developed is totally inadequate for such claims

(Derwing, 1973, Chap. 3).

There are any number of theoretical and practical

problems associated with attempts to use formal linguistic

models as psychological models to be tested (Watt, 1911). A

basic imOication of early generative models - that syntax

could be usefully described independently of its semantic

implications - is immediately at variance with the
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psychological tact that linguistic stimuli aro reacted to

primarily in terms of their meaning (lexically anl

syntactically conveyed) and only secondarily - it at all -

in terms of their syntactic form. Whnn subjects are .torcod

to attend to syntactic patterns rather than lexical content,

it has ben lmonstrited that they still respond more a:*4 a

function of th,- semantic significance of the pattPns than

in terms or properties of the patterns as such (Baker,

Prideaux, & Derwinq, 1971).

Actually, even the early Miller studios (which looked

at only six out of 64 possible pairings of syntactic pat-

terns) did not support the' original vrsion of a transforma-

tional grammar hut, rather, were related more to a simple

performative notion. Both the initial Miller (1962) study

and the miller & McKean (1964) follow-up suggested, e.g.,

that to move from a simple negative to a negative-passive

required only one transformation. How)ver, in order to

perform in strict accordance with the grammar, a subject

would tirst have to detransform the negative to obtain the

base or kernel form and then apply the negative and passive

transformations to it in order to develop his response.

Miller's tormulation of the subjectos task was a much

simpler performative model in which it was assumed that a

Jubject made only those alterations necessary in ardor to

change the stimulus into the response. This position w s

confirmed by raiAltsl a strictly grammatical mod 9l would
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not have been confirmed.

The present study was undertaken to contrast a more

precise version of a transformational grammatical model' of

syntactic relatedness (treating it as if it were a process

model) with a simple, direct performance model for sentence

manipulation, and to assess these against data covering all

64 possible combinations of stimulus and response pattern

pairings rather than the restricted set considered by

Miller. The grammatical model was interpreted here to sui-

gest that the user, in order to pass from one sentience form

to another, must reduce a given stimulus sentence to a

kernel form and then transform it into a required response

pattern. The performance model was established to suggest

that the most efficient approach would simply be to trans-

form the stimulus into the response directly. Several

alternative models between these two extremes were also

examined. Two measures of performance which have appeared

often in investigations of this area, response latencies and

error scores, were both used to examine the predictivc value

of each model.

PROCEDURE

Eight sets. of stimuli were constructed by selecting

systematically overlapping sets of 64 sentences from a list

of 12R blsed on 16 lexically different subject-verb-oblect

strings roilized in each of the eight possible combinations
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of voice (active or passi ve) , mood (doclarative or interrog-

ativ,-.), and modality (affirmative or neqativc) . 7ach sot

contained tuur in:-;tancs of .,ach content in different syn-

tactic patterns, and each pattern occurred eight times. F:ach

stimulus lattorn was plired with the eight pos!dble response

patterns to cover the 64 possiole stimulus/response pairs.

Th. sets were randomized for presentation with the con-

straint *ha* no content or stimulus or response pattern

could immeliat,:ly succood itselr in the list.

A display panel was constructed consisting of three

columns of two windows each labelled for voice, mood, and

modality. A control console permitted the experimenter to

pro-set three two-position switches sothat, at the star* of

response timinl, the panel would indicate which of the eight

syntactic pattorns would he reluired in the response.

The 'subjects, 32 male and 32 female undergraduate vol-

unteers, w?re tQstod individually, 16 of each sex by a male

and 16 by a formic, experimenter.1 Fight subjects, four male

and four female, were run with each of the eight sontlicH

sets. Fach test session was tape-recorded in its entirety

to permit computer measurement of response latencies and to

permit later analysis of errors, intonational patterns,

etc. The tape was started following the general instruc-

tions, a ttlw simple trials, ani the resolving of any que,:,-

tions the subject ha 1.
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For ouch trial th subject wets handed A card containing

a stimulus sentence. He rPad this; aloud and, just as ho

tinished, th .,xperimentr depressed as button which simul-

taneously gorwrated in inauibl start signal on the taro

and illuminated the display panel showing tnP rquired

response pattern. The subject retained the card during th4

formulation and production of his rPsponse so as to avoid

r-ctrineous problems due to memory limitAtions.

jeneral instructions and practice trials served to

pmphasize th it response timos could be obtained only from

re:Iponses which were syntactically correct and given prompt-

_ ly; to accomplish this, subjects were Pncourag(4d to fully

formulat r:JsbonsE, before beginning to give it. A3 soon

AS th' suhj:,ct belan his response, the experimenter 4?-

pressed.a nutton wnich gent,ratld an inaudible stop signal

but, it the rerlpon2,) contained any syntactic error or

noticeable pauses, suggesting Ilditional processing by tho

Jubject, that trill was re Icted and repeated later on in

the session. Posponse latencies, then, were measured (for

correct rsponsPs only) tram the illumination of the display

panel to the bc,:vinnin2 of A subjectes response.

The response latency analyses were thus based on u,i)94

correct repontie trials, 6u from each of the 614 subjects.

In addition to the s, 1,261 trials containing syntictic

,,rrors were tabulat,-.0 for analysis. Thes errors, of.

course, were du:, primarily to the pressure on the subject to
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r-Nr7pon,1 -1 !; quickly a.;

ne two basic mo,A1s, the grammatical model ( .31(3P) and

thc, porformance model (SP), were con4;tructd in termn of

both the numhr oE transformations (T'.;) and the number of.

elomnt4ry op.,,rations (En's) which must he carried out in

order to chanv th' ntimulas form to a 'liven response form

f-ither through kern.,11 dirctly: Counts in te)rm3 of

O'n differ! from those based on T's primarily in terms of

giving mor.,, w..,ight to the pasive transformation. Passivi-

zation roguires rive Fly while negation and intrroqation

roluiro only two olch. Each : is simply counted as a unit

-in tirst version, as shown in Table 1; the VO count

appears in TAblc 2, an,1 would more closely rQpresent the

"numh'r of things to be done" by the subject if he operated

at a less global level than that of transiormqtions. The

arc formally equivalnnt to Chant ;Ivy's (1965, p. 1ULI) elemr.m-

tary transformations.

*************************ht******m****

In!v-rt Tables 1 and 2 about Lerp

#**************************************

Following thP qrammatical notion that T' are applied

to the ha!, form, ,?arly work in this ara viewrsd passiviza-

tio0 nejation, and interrogation as adding something to
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sentence, thereby making it more complex., The hapo,-n to

be, for Englizih, the overtly "marked" aspects of voicP,

mood, and modality oeing clusidered in these studies.

However, in other languages, both -forms ire ov_!rtly or dir-

ferently mark,,d. As daker et al, (1973, p. 203) have

pointed out:

... an Fnglish s3ntence is not either
passive or not passive. It is either
valsive or active, i.e., it must have
on -.? or the other voice. Similarly, a
sentence must havP a mood - most .com-
monly i.ther deciarativc or inrorroga-
tive and a modality, either
of or negative. This suggests
that, rather than coosing to add a pas-
sive transformation or not, the speaker
must opt for °rya or the other positive
Aspect of voice, and similarly for mood
and modality. The choices, of course,
are dictated by the speaker's intention
to communicate a specific meaning which
takes a particular syntactic form in a

given language.

Thus it is clearer to view the factors as two-state

variables and to represent the stimulus and response' pat-

terns as they appear heading the rows and columns of Tables

1 to 3. Such4a characterization provides more explicit

information on the relatedness of sentence types and it dos

not, a 12i:tort make one form appear necessarily any mor0

complex than any other. A concept of complxfty, from the

point o: view of the subject, is letter established by the

data rather than imposed on it.

ThP ta responsp 0,1,'A were expressed as sta-

nino-; tor sirj-ct in ,-)td-r to no!-ffilliz thPir
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tion and to oliminate overall dit.er,,..nct,s among subjects

since: only relative lifferences between syntactic pattrns

were of interost here. Mean stinine r:cores were computed

for each stimulus/response pair for t 64 subjects, and the

total number of -21-Tors committed in handling each pair was

tabulated. These are reported in Tabl,= 3 as means and as

sums resp,_,ctiv,ly.

**********M**************************

Insert Table 3 about Fiore

***************************************

in addition to considering the two extrem? models - the

qrdmmatical and the p:Irformative one - three others

were considered. If the "mark-An,ss" aspect of the task

were to artcct performance, PSI if adding or deleting

markers wore the basic task, then it ought to he easier to

what is present than to think of what must be added

to eftc.--ct a particular change. An add/delete model was

constructed by somewhat arbitrarily weighting deletions as

2, 1, and 1 steps tor voic-, mool, and modality; and

additions as 4, 20 and 2 steps. This was developed fOr both

the S>K>P and the paradigms. The tinal model considered

the pcy-Isitility that a subjoct might realize that the

syntactic torm of the stimulus was not really required in

the performance of his task, ind he might have been able to

igr ore it completely, it he meroly extracted the basic
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information concerning agent' verb, and object .amd then .;

expressed th4se in the roquired response form, he would be

operating in a basic 1.3 mod0. However, allowan61 was made

or two steps in order to permit th,? subject to dmtect and

rpversc,, the positions of agont and obloct in passive .

rach of these variow.:; "strategy" matrices was

Correlated with the response latency and the error datA as

shown in Tattle 4. Tn generil, the'RL data appear to cor-

telatP better with a grammaticill (SR) model, but the

tionship to a performance model (Si) is also signif-

icant. Thestrongr.st relationship for the RL data, r = .C7

for Tos in the 53.1W1 form, only suggests about 32g common

variance - 4.hich is not too impret4sive for a general model

in .any case.

*************************************44*

Insert Table 4 about here

****************************************

Among the models themselves' any SR pattern would

correlate at 7.cro with any SK ,9 pig so the variouo

correlations, within T' or EOE, can be looked upon as

independent predictors, Th various SP matrices (arid the

f.31(*11 forms), howlver, are highly correlated (about 6.11) se

that differoncJ among tho,.: forms wouli be difficult to.
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iscern. The KM? model correlates strongly with the

Patterns, but near zero with the W? patterns.

Since both Sm(OR And sioR models appeared to be souewhat

elated to the RL data, either different strategies were

lAinq employed for different parts of the problem or

Significant variation in strategy 'from subject to subleet..

Was being indicated. In an attempt to determine subsets

,-.-:tmbipcts who might show more consistent strategies, the data

s4bjected to a hierarchical clustering analysis-'

(Veldman,,.. 19670 p. 308) . This indicated five relatively
. . .

distinct groups with 19, 15, 14, 8, and 8 members

-respectively. Correlation of each group's results with the:

models indicated that the first and third groups were best

t6presonted by a performance model (r t 660 and .38), while

the second and fourth reflected the grammatical pattern (t

' 44 and 6.53)6 The fifth group showed no significant

pattern.

The specific nature of the differences between these

groups, though potentially interesting, will not be pursued

her It is hoped that the detailed, subject by subject

Analyses currently in progress will fully develop these,

especially in terms of the kinds of errors committed and how

those r.ilate 0 stimulus an'i response patterns d8 well as

response tim6 For the moment it is sufficient to observe

that, obviously, no general claims can be made for ahy of

the models examined withrospect to the RL data*. Further
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general 'analysis would be pointless.

Response latencies, of course, hav:1 ofteh been criti-:

Cized and judged to be a poor dependent variable because

time can bf-4 consumel by so many factors extraneous to the
- -.,

.processing- to which the scores are being related. A serious.-:--
. .-.-1';'--:::::::44..

.,:-:.,-',-,-,....,i.,44-. .

-.: effort was made in this study to limit the timing as much agl..."',",',i',,,.,,,J
...,.-e,;?...-.,..,,i:::

-.

ptssible to the period in whin sentence manipulation wa

taking place, but full con-,rol in clearly impossible.

Oatever has been measured was obtained with a relatively

high degree of reliabilitY in the sense that the correlation

between . the mean profilos (64 elements) of two randomly

-gelectod halves of. 32 sub1ect3 each was .809 so that it

not a matter of non-systematic or random variation. It

simply appears that time is being given to something other

than sentence manipulation as reflected in the models, and

ditferent sets of subjects are adding to these basic time

in different ways. Precisaly what is going on in terms of

response lat.Pnci;)s is simply not clear at this time.

An obviously less ambiguous dependent variable ought to

. be thc frequcncy with which errors were committed in

changing from one sentence form to another. The models

tested basically reflect, in one scheme or another, the

number of 'things to be done in order to accomplish the

changes. Clearly, the more things there are to do, the morfa

opportunity for ,rror x jq, no errir frequency shoull

indicate model adequacy = asouming An appropriate one has
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hen slIPPlied for to Tho reaiability of this measure,

obtainEd in samo way as was done tor the PI, data, was

a1mo3t idontical with the othQr measure.

Table 4 shows a strong correlation of .81 (66% common

variance) between frequency of errors.and the SM1 (perform*

01-.cle) model expressed in terms of elementary operations.

Aere it seems quite clear :that. only the performance model i

predictive. The error data were submitted to a cluster

'analysis as was done for the lit data, but here the.results

indicated only one major group of 51 subjects, a small

.-second group of 9, and 4 others not fitted into either one,

0. these. It seemed reasonable to view the results as

.oftecting a general or common pattern and to conclude that:,

t'he performance model would account for, the error data.

Several immediate implications follow from this.

tirstly, the performance model suggests that the specific

syntactic pattern of the stimulus or the response is not the

Critical variable. (Note that the rows and columns of the

l*R pattern in Table 2 all have equal means of 4.5 nip.)

What is critical is mainly the distance" or number of steps

required to change from any given stimulus to any given

response. Secondly, there is no indication at all that the

sublect sic transforms to a base form and then builds a

responSo: 110 simply makes th' number of changes called for

to change from 5 to R. Thirdly, the somewhat better

prediction in terms of rather than Ti8 would suggest
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that it is appropriate to view passivization as more than a

Unitary change from tho point of view of the usr.

Since syntactic patterns as such do not appear to he

dritical, it elen becomes reasonable to reorganiz:e the data

in terms of the typs of grammatical changes required,

pegardli3 of response pattern, and to examine the across

aU of the It..imulus patterns. The results of such a reor.

'.-::ganitation aro shown in Table 5, and they prove quite inter-.

***************************************

insert Table s about. here

****************************************

.....esting. The data were subjected to an analysis of variance

uing the 64 subjects as replicates and dealing with the

four factors reprosented in Table 5: the voice, mood, and .

modality of the stimuli (two levels for each factor) , and

the types of changes (ight levels) .g

The results showed a significant. difference due to the

voice of th' stimulus, indicating that passives (742 errors)

are, in general, more difficult to deal with than actives

(519 errors). This diff,lrence would not be predictod by the

simple performance model, but this is the only major aspect

of the stimulus pattern as such which appears to affect the

data. Mood and modality do not. Errors considered as a

function of changes show a rather simple, well-ordered
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.pattern. Repptition of the stimulus sentence, the "no

change" clset to no mor,) than an occassional error in

.rosponding. Simple mood and modllty changes werP equally

difticult, but voice change was twice as difficult as eith4r

of these. The mood + modality change is roughly equal to

.th sum of these two performed singly. Similarly, voice -t

mood and voice + modality are equivalent to the sums of

their single changes. An additive model does not quite hold

for the voice + mood 4. modality total - a result of about

.320 would be expected - but the simplicity of the pattern

clearly suggests a rather mechanistic approdch to the task

quite in keoping with the implications of what has been

called here, the performance model.

DtSCUSSTON

:'

There is no particular need to belabor some of the more

obvious criticisms of experiments such as this. It is quite

avident, for example, that the subject is not engagel in

natural language processing in the sense of discourse, that

sentences without a context are, to a . great extent,

effectively meaningles, etc. These points ate clearly

recognized just 3S it is clearly recognized that no currant

grammatical theory extends beyond the isolated sehts!nce.

Ph t- motivation for thi,; study was to try to make it clear

that the transformational generative grammatical models of

formal linuisir have little direct applicability for

descrihing how subjects manipulate sen4.ences. Some
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linguists, for quite differ reasons, would strongly

concur with thi2 view.

Many of the earlier psychological studies, however,

.strongly suggested that thP grammatical model characterized

the manner in which the subject has organized hi knowledge

about his language so that, by Logical inference, it should.,_

Aovern how he would manipulate linguistic material. No one

has overtly claimed that subjects detransform and then

retransform sentences as implied hero by the S*K*Ti Modelst

but this position must he recognized as logically connected

to studiea which claim to have found evidence supporting a

generative grammar as a model. Such theories do not provide

for any formal mechanism which would permit the subject to

Move from a given stimulus form to a given response form

without r-lcovering the base or kernel form as a necessary

intormodiate step. tt the psychologists cited earlier were

not supporting the whole of the theory,. then they should

have made it cloar juSt what it was they were supporting

The formal linguist, of course, need not be concerned

about the "failurc" of his model to predict performance as

long as no claims are made about the possible psychological

reality of his inventions, Similarly, the psychologist

should have v?ry little interest in purely descriptive

grammars motivated by non-psychological considerationS.

However, 17> soon ;i1 a linguistic theory graduates from being

simply a th?ory about the structure of a language (Chomsky,
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1957, p. 49) to being theory of the Structure of the

knowledge of the us,.)r of that language (Chomsky, 1965,

p. 4) , then adequate psychologicallustification is required .

. for the accoptance.of that 1.inguistic. theory. It is

longer sufficient to defend such theories only on purely:.

..formal, intrinsic grounds, as is currently the case in

4nguistics.

Psychologists must become fully aware of the fact that

the so-called processes .implied by generative grammars are

only formal, descriptive devices used to provide economies

in notation and representation of the underlying regular-4.

Ities linguists have discovered in language output. As

Such, the grammar provides a device for assessing. the

lrammaticalnesS of a given utterance (a test could be made

.
to determine if the grammar would "generate or incorporate

such a string) but there is. nothing in this matching process

which implies that grammar and user produce the string by'

the same means.

As far as can be determined, the primary reason which

some linguists (e.g., Chomsky, . 1965, pr. 18-271 Postal,

1966 Bever, 1970) have given for claiming that their

mars are psychologically real in any sense is th t the rela-

tions which they have built into the grammar stem from their

"intuitions" about their language. Unfortunately, the

intuitions of various linguists do not often coincide and

the acrimony of the ensuing debates does.not instill a sense
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of confidence in the stability of. any yivon formulation.

9,pencrl: (1971) has ,lhown that non-linguists. are more

Consistent in their judgments about language data than

linguists are, and he concludes that "...linguists'

intuitions should not be uncritically accepted as a secure

data base for the derivation of a theory of natural languagel

of the speech community (p. 97)."

Some linguists insist that their theories are, in fact,

responsible to empirical, extrinsic criteria, but their use

of such terms would appear strange to the non-linguist.

Prideaux (1971) has shown that what have been offered as em-

pirical tests are actually only additional formal principles

which are not empirical at all. He concluded (p. 3145) that:

...the effort to make grammars respon-
sible to somthing external to the for
malism of the grammar - a necessary aim
it our grammars are ever to be con-
sidered as representations of any kind
of psychologir!.al reality - has, to this
point, failed,

When psychologists have attempted; through their methods, to

test what they construe as the logical implications of cur-

rent grammatical theory, if it is taken as a giv(,!n0 the

[ results aro, for the most part, equivocal or negative (Watt,
[

1970).

A review of the quickly growing series of studies which

have examined how subjects manipulate language stimuli

classi31,ed at a function of grammatical properties supports;
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as this study does, Rover's (1970, p. 3u2) contention that

subIcts do, in fact, manipulate linguistically dPfinPd

structurrm, but their behavior does not mirror or directly

Simulate the grammaticil proces§es that relate those struc-

tures within a grdmmar.

The real import of this is the implication that the ma=

lority of elements or structures included in a grammar are ,

important as a basis for stimulus and response description

-'ot classification of linguistic material, but the so-called ...

processes implied by generative grammars do not govern or

:dtstribe how users relat e. those structures. This is so

imply because the grammatical processes are processes only

by the weakest of analogies; they are merely formal. expres-

sions of relatedness imposed upon actually different struc-

tures Simply because the grammarian chooses to see them that

way. No such processes as such have ever been observed in

themselves or in their effects.

Many a useful technical term has had its usefulness

destroyed when its definition has been permitted to become

so broad, so inclusive that it fails to convey any precise

information. If the concept of a grammar is not to share

this tate, then it should be limited to its essential

function within the study of language and psychology:

Language is, in fact, systematic and the nature of teat

system, for any given language, is discoverable and
0

describable it adequlte samples of that language are
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analyzed. The possible descriptions are, by definition,

grammars of that langulge..

if a grammar is to he something more than a mere

Catalogue of all of the structures observed to occur in the

linguistic output with sufficient frequency to justify their

inclusion in a grammar, then some attempt at a systc.matic

taxonomy ot forms should lead to statements of relationships

among structures which will better reflect the systematicity

Of the larguage. It was primarily for this reason that the

Concept of transformation was proposed, and it is precisely

-these kinds of relations which are called into question here

as an adequate basis for representing how users relate the

.elements of their language. What kind of -relationships

should be considered? What is the system of language which

should achieve .expression through them?

In the late 1950's, linguistics was captured by a

strong desire to reduce all of language to a meaning-free,

formal syntax where the relationships among postulated

structures were adjudged to be true or, at least, correct if

they were the simplest or most elegant in formal. notation.

In the 1960's even the strongest proponents of syntax had to

recognize the sterility of an approach which was so reduc-

tionistiCo Some appreciation of the need for semantic con-

straints appeared, but a somewhat strained attempt to pre-

serve at least the primacy of syntax and the elegant formal

systems in which it had been expressed led to an attempted

.....
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distinction between iaflp and surfaco structure (Katz P,

Postal, 1'460; chomsky, 1917,c)), Th.-, 197'''s have alroady shown

.an effective t4c$-ion of the primacy of syntax which is

rapidly being pushed into its propor subsidiary role as a

. vehicle for semantics (e.g., Chafe, 1970; Fillmore, 1968;

Lakoff, 197('),*

What has been demonstrated in this relatively. brief

span of time in formal linguistics is a rapid shift. from

grammars for the sake of formal description of the under-

lying vehicle of a language to grammars for the sake of

characterizing the structures people. use in trying to

communicate information. Clearly the latter system, and the

'kinds of relations it envisages, is going to be much more

comply and irregular than the former, but just as clearly

it will be much.mpre to the point for psychologists and for

psycholinguistics. As Allport (1961, p. 11) observer some

time ago in a different context, "It is the duty of science

to illuminat7,- what is, not merely what is convenient, or

what is traditional."

It is now abundantly clear that linguists must Pxamina

a groat deal of experimental data gathered by psychological

tPchniques and that psychologists must obtain information

from linquist so that observations will be gathered With

respect to relevant structures. In other words, there is a

;_nee..1 for a psycholinguisticn which is not a hybrid, but

which is a truly intogratPd, single (liscipline. The appar=
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ent autonomy of linguistics has been rightfully eroded oVer

the pa:it ten yArs bocAuse lantAlagn without consideration of

language users is a teril pur-wit. However, as tho true

dimensions of psycholinguistIcs begin to emerge, the need

for sophisticlted linguit;tic andlysis becomes greater and

greater in order to provide appropridt.) parameters for that

discipline.
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1. The authors are in44,thted to Karel Sauby and John Gray

for their careful gathering of the data for this study.

2. The analysis also included an assessment of tho eight

different sentence sets to which the different grcups

of subjocts wore assigned as well as the effects of the

nox of th,. experimenter and of the subjects. None of

these produce effects which would intluence the other

factors under discussion in this report.
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TABLE 1

NUMBER OF TRANSFORMATIONS LINKING STIMULUS AND RESPONSE

PATTERNS FOR A GRAMMATICAL AND A PERFORMANCE MODEL

Model
Stimulus
Pattern*

Response Pattern*

ADP ADN AIF AIN PDF PDN PIF PIN

Gram. ADF 0 1 1 2 1 2 2 3

(S4K-011) ADN 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 4

AIF 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 4

AIN 2 3 3 4 3 4 4 5

PDF 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 4

PDN 2 3 3 4 3 4 4 5

PIF 2 3 3 4 3 4 4 5

PIN 3 4 4 5 4 5 5 6

Perf. ADF 0 1 1 2 1 2 2 3

(S *R) ADN 1 0 2 1 2 1 3 2

AIF 1 2 0 1 2 3 1 2

AIN 2 1 1 0 3 2 2 1

PDF 1 2 2 3 0 1 1 2

PDN 2 1 3 2 1 0 2 1

PIF 2 3 1 2 1 2 0 1

PIN 3 2 2 1 2 1 1 0

*A = active declarative F = affirmative
P = passive I = interrogative N = negative
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TABLE 2

NUMBER OF ELEMENTARY OPERATIONS LINKING STIMULUS AND

RESPONSE PATTERNS FOR A GRAMMATICAL AND A

PERFORMANCE MODEL

Model
Stimulus
Pattern* ADF

Response Pattern*

ADN AIF AIN PDF PDN PIF PIN

Gram. ADF 0 2 2 4 5 7 7 9

(SK+R) ADN 2 4 4 6 7 9 9 11

AIF 2 4 4 6 7 9 9 11

AIN 4 6 6 8 9 11 11 13

PDF 5 7 7 9 10 12 12 14

PDN 7 9 9 11 12 14 14 16

PIF 7 9 9 11 12 14 14 16

PIN 9 11 11 13 14 16 16 18

Peri. ADF 0 2 2 4 5 7 7 9

(S,R) ADN 2 0 4 2 7 5 9 7

AIF 2 4 0 2 7 9 5 7

AIN 4 2 2 0 9 7 7 5

PDF 5 7 7 9 0 2 2 4

PDN 7 5 9 7 2 0 4 2

PIF 7 9 5 7 2 4 0 2

PIN 9 7 7 5 4 2 2 0

*A = active
P = passive

D = declarative F = affirmative
I = interrogative N = negative
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TABLE

MEAN STANINES FOR RESPONSE LATENCIES AND FREQUENCIES

OF ERRORS FOR 64 SUBJECTS

Score
Stimulus
Pattern*

Response Pattern*

ADF ADN AIF AIN PDF PDN PIF PIN

RL ADF 3.6 3.4 4.3 4.2 4.4 5.0 4.4 4.8

ADN 3.8 4.2 4.9 5.1 5.2 4.8 5.3 5.1

AIF 3.7 4.9 5.4 5.2 4.8 5.1 5.4 4.9

AIN 3.9 5.1 5.0 5.4 5.3 6.1 5.5 5.7

PDF 4.2 5.0 5.2 5.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6

PDN 5.4 5.2 6.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 5.5 5.0

PIF 4.2 5.5 5.4 5.7 5.1 5.5 5.5 4.5

PIN 4.2 5.2 6.5 5.8 5.8 5.9 5.1 4.1

Mean 4.1 4.8 5.3 5.4 5.0 5.3 5.2 4.8

Errors ADF 1 3 14 10 12 26 16 32

ADN 3 5 29 7 22 10 38 18

AIF 4 10 4 13 25 24 15 32

AIN 7 8 19 4 22 35 31 20

PDF 27 28 40 32 4 9 12 15

PDN 26 22 52 48 12 7 34 14

PIF 25 46 22 45 10 22 3 10

PIN 26 29 35 30 28 15 9 5

Sums 119 151 215 189 135 148 158 146

*A = active
P = passive

D = declarative F = affirmative
I = interrogative N = negative
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TABLE 4

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MODELS AND RESPONSE DATA

Models
Mean RL
Stanines

Frequency
of Errors

Transformations: S.411 0.26* 0.74**

SK-1,R 0.57** 0.19

1(41 0.34** 0.11

Elem. Operations: S11 0.34** 0.81**

S4K+R 0.49** 0.18

Add/Delete: S411 0.24 0.63**

SK4R 0.45** 0.12

*r (p=.05) = .250 **r (p=.01) = .325
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